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BOOKS FOR SALE
Achieving Student
Growth – IMPACT
Clear, high impact
strategies are
applied to
implementation,
resulting in
dramatic
achievement gains. The MFA Process
identifies tightly focused student learning
need patterns, linking them with high impact
instructional practices. Key feedback
provided to students and for teachers,
based on student work drives outcomes
across populations. This is a must-have
resource!

Memory, Recall,
the Brain &
Learning
Explore ways of
incorporating
brain-based
instruction in the
classroom. The
power of combining verbal and visual
representations into powerful bi-modal
memory packets. Over 40 teacher and
student generated activities, organizers,
templates, and strategies. Improve student
performance!
Stock ID: MRBL Price: $25

Stock ID: MFA Price: $25

Creating &
Changing
Mindsets
If rational behavior
was the basis for
human interaction
and the mysteries
of learning and
development were well understood – this
book wouldn’t be needed. Clear strategies
to assist “shifts” in attitude and behavior are
included. The question, “will this change
last?” plagues us every year. Here’s how to
impact changes within a month's time... for
long-term, sustained differences!
Stock ID: CCM Price: $25

Brain Based Teaching

A Mastery Toolkit

Engaging Today's Students

Coaching Reluctant Learners

Explore teaching and learning
through three overarching
lenses: How can I “frame”
(design) the learning
circumstance or activity to
INVITE ALL learners, to
participate? How can I design
the learning experience to
CAUSE learner processing –
the work required for sustained
learning and recall? How do I
engineer tasks that create
opportunities for multiple
PATHWAYS (connections) to
be formed for integration,
application, & recall?

Speaking directly to the
student, this book explores the
foundations of understanding,
essential strategies, and
learning tools to become
motivated, independently
engaged in the learning
process, responsible for
learning, and accountable for
making good choices. The goal
is to become a "Can Do"
Student – a student who takes
charge of their learning and
empowers themselves in ways
to be successful.

In “Engaging Today’s
Students," we have examined
the research around the
learner of today, effective
teaching practices, and the
brain sciences that link to longterm memory and recall. We
have observed hundreds of
classroom lessons and
activities, developed by an
array of practicing educators.
With a deep commitment to
learners and teachers, this
book addresses the four
essential learning components
that drive student engagement.

This book provides today's
middle and high school
teachers with the tools they
need to ensure classroom
success for today's students in
a practical framework – unitby-unit, where both teacher
and student can feel more
successful. Embedded in this
book are proven strategies,
activities, examples, and a
framework for units that will
improve student motivation and
performance.

Stock ID: BBT Price: $25

Stock ID: AMT Price: $25

Stock ID: ETS-S Price: $25

Stock ID: CRL Price: $25
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Company, Organization, School

Greenleaf Papanek Publications
PO Box 186 Newfield, Maine 04056

Address
City

Please mail this form to the above
address with a check, or…

State, Zip Code

Fax a Purchase Order to:
fax 847.615.9958

Telephone

Contact Information:

Date

Email Address

Check or PO #

books@greenleafpapanek.com

Make checks payable to GREENLEAF LEARNING

tel 207.793.8675

For more information, please visit our website:
www.greenleafpapanek.com

tel 847.615.9957

For Discounts on Bulk Orders Over 10 Books Total: Call 207.793.8675
INSTRUCTIONS

DISCOUNT CALCULATOR

1 Enter the “Quantity” of each book you wish to buy
2 Add the total number of books and multiply by the "discount" amount using the
"Discount Calculator" (located to the right)

2 books total

=

$1 discount per book

3 Then multiply "Quantity" x "Price" and enter the amounts due for each book in the
"Totals" column

3 books total

=

$2 discount per book

4 books total

=

$3 discount per book

4 Now add the extended total in the "Subtotal" box

5-10 books total

=

$4 discount per book

5 To complete, subtract the quantity discount and then add shipping fees to arrive to
your final "TOTAL COST."
STOCK ID

QUANTITY

PRICE

TOTALS

MFA

x $25

MRBL

x $25

=

CCM

x $25

=

BBT

x $25

=

AMT

x $25

=

ETS-S Grades 5-12

x $25

=

CRL

x $25

=

discount

x

=

=

subtotal

=

less discount

-

total

=

shipping 1-4 books

+ $3.50

additional shipping for more than 4 books add .50 cents each

+

Canada add $6.00. International shipping based on going rate

+

TOTAL COST

=

